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Unity Game Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Explore the various enticing features of Unity and learn how to develop awesome games


	About This Book

	
		Create a wide variety of projects with Unity in multiple genres and formats
	
		Complete art assets with clear step-by-step examples and instructions to complete all tasks using Unity, C#,...
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Game Programming Gems (Game Programming Gems Series)Charles River, 2000
Aimed at the working (or aspiring) Visual C/C++ game programmer, Game  Programming Gems contains over 60 programming tips that have been gathered  from more than 40 working game gurus. It you want to build your own games or are  interested simply in how games work, this text provides an intriguing glimpse  into how the pros create...
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Flood Pulsing in Wetlands: Restoring the Natural Hydrological BalanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The latest cutting-edge research on flood pulsing and wetland restoration in North America       

Presenting the latest research from leaders in the field of restoration ecology, Flood Pulsing in Wetlands reflects the current movement to incorporate flood pulsing into wetland restoration efforts. Emphasizing how integral flood pulsing is...
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Google SketchUp 7 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Google SketchUp is the exciting free software package that makes 3D available to everybody. Whether you need to build 3D models for work, or you’ve just always wanted to explore 3D modeling, Google SketchUp was made for you. Still, it does take a bit of understanding to get started, so turn to Google SketchUp 7 For Dummies.
...
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